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Abstract.
Background: People with Alzheimer’s disease (AD) report pain less frequently and receive less pain medication than people
without AD. Recent studies have begun to elucidate how pain may be altered in those with AD. However, potential sex
differences in pain responsiveness have never been explored in these patients. It is unclear whether sex differences found in
prior studies of healthy young and older individuals extend to people with AD.
Objective: The purpose of this study was to examine sex differences in the psychophysical response to experimental thermal
pain in people with AD.
Methods: Cross-sectional analysis of 14 male and 14 female age-matched (≥65 years of age, median = 74) and AD severitymatched (Mini-Mental State Exam score <24, median = 16) communicative people who completed thermal psychophysics.
Results: There was a statistically significant main effect of sex for both temperature and unpleasantness ratings that persisted
after controlling for average and current pain (mixed-effects general liner model: temperature: p = 0.004, unpleasantness:
p < 0.001). Females reported sensing mild pain and moderate pain percepts at markedly lower temperatures than did males
(mild: Cohen’s d = 0.72, p = 0.051, moderate: Cohen’s d = 0.80, p = 0.036). By contrast, males rated mild and moderate thermal
pain stimuli as more unpleasant than did females (mild: Cohen’s d = 0.80, p = 0.072, moderate: Cohen’s d = 1.32, p = 0.006).
There were no statistically significant correlations of temperature with perceived unpleasantness for mild or moderate pain
(rs = 0.29 and rs = 0.20 respectively, p > 0.05).
Conclusions: Results suggest experimental pain-related sex differences persist in older adults with AD in a different manner
than those previously demonstrated in cognitively intact older adults. These findings could potentially aid in developing
targeted pain management approaches in this vulnerable population. Further studies are warranted to replicate the findings
from this pilot work.
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INTRODUCTION
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) affects an estimated
40 to 50 million older adults worldwide [1], and
approximately 50% of older adults with AD consistently report pain [2]. Unfortunately, adults with AD
may have suboptimal pain management [3]. Potential vehicles of inappropriate pain management in
AD include impaired pain reports leading to subsequent under-prescription of analgesics [4]. Indeed,
the likelihood of significant difficulties in verbal communication is far greater when compared to a healthy
adult. This vulnerability to inappropriate pain management in people with AD is amplified by recent
studies suggesting aspects of heightened pain sensitivity [5], increased verbal reports of clinical pain [3],
greater degree of pain behavior [6–8], increased pain
processing [9], and altered functional connectivity in
pain processing regions [10, 11]. However, factors
affecting pain perception in patients with AD may
exist beyond the effects of the disease itself.
There are numerous studies examining painrelated sex differences in healthy young adults and
to a lesser extent healthy older adults. Current literature suggests that relative to cognitively intact males,
cognitively intact females have an increased incidence of clinical and experimental pain (reviewed in
[12]). Studies of otherwise healthy older adults have
found that females have increased osteoarthritic pain
sensitivity and increased experimental temporal summation to heat stimuli [13, 14]. It is unclear how these
findings translate to pain perception in older adults
with AD.
Decoding altered pain perception in people with
AD is important not only for alleviating pain symptoms, but also in identification of the underlying
source. Improved understanding of pain-related sex
differences in communicative adults with AD may
thus facilitate development of targeted assessment
and treatment in this vulnerable population. Indeed,
understanding sex differences between males and
females with AD is particularly prudent given that
sex is an important epidemiologic factor in AD prevalence (reviewed by [15]) and analgesic use in AD
patients [5].
One method to elucidate potential sex differences
in pain perception in people with AD is by examining
the relationship between physical stimuli and resulting mental events, i.e., psychophysical responses
(stimulus detection, pain threshold, and tolerance),
to standardized evoked pain stimuli, such as thermal, mechanical, or electrical stimuli. The overall

goal of this study was to examine whether there
are sex differences in pain-related psychophysics
in AD. To accomplish this goal, we performed a
cross-sectional examination of the psychophysical
responses to thermal pain in a group of a sex-, age-,
and AD severity-matched sample of communicative
older adults with moderate cognitive impairment. We
posited that sex differences in pain psychophysics
found in cognitively healthy adults would persist in
those with AD. More specifically, we predicted that,
relative to males with AD, females with AD would
exhibit lower pain thresholds and report greater
unpleasantness during contact thermode-related perceptions of “warmth,” “mild pain,” and “moderate
pain.”
METHODS
Design
The current study was cross-sectional in nature.
The Vanderbilt Ethics Committee and the Vanderbilt University Institutional Review Board (IRB no.
111290) approved this study.
Sample and setting
The current study sample of 14 males and 14
females (≥65 years of age) was a subset of participants from a larger psychophysical study (n = 80)
examining pain in mild to moderate AD relative to
cognitively normal people [10]. Because the aim of
the current study was to examine sex differences in
moderate cognitive impairment in AD, only subjects
with Folstein Mini-Mental State Exam (MMSE) [16]
scores <24 were included from the sample of 80,
resulting in a final sample of 28 (14 = female). Subject recruitment occurred in the greater Nashville,
Tennessee area (Fig. 1). A primary care physician
diagnosed each subject with AD and study personnel
confirmed an AD diagnostic work-up in the medical
record (e.g., structural neuroimaging, neuropsychiatric evaluation, genetic testing, and tests to rule out
reversible causes of memory loss). This confirmatory
process was developed using the National Institute
of Neurological and Communicative Disorders and
Stroke and the Disease and Related Disorders Association (NINCDS-ADRDA) criteria for probable AD
[17]. Inclusion criteria included English-speaking
adults ≥65 years of age, who could provide a
verbal pain rating, and had no consumption of analgesic medication within 24 h of testing. Trained
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Fig. 1. Study sample flow chart.

research assistants determined communicative ability
by assessing responsiveness during questionnaires,
and by the subject’s ability to answer spatially and
temporally oriented questions [18].
Subjects were excluded for current or average pain
requiring regular use of opioid or non-narcotic pain
medications and a history of stroke with residual
sensory deficits, cancer, upper extremity neuropathy,
diabetes, rheumatoid arthritis, schizophrenia, bipolar
disorder, current or recent substance use disorders,
or Parkinson’s disease. With their legal surrogate
present, participants were instructed to avoid taking
any pain medication (opioid or non-opioid) for at least
24 h prior to data collection.
Procedures and data collection
After obtaining informed assent and legal caregiver
consent, demographics, pain, depressive symptomology, anxiety, and thermal psychophysics were

assessed. To facilitate increased understanding, a
trained research assistant verbally administered questionnaires to all subjects.
Psychophysical assessment
Psychophysical percepts were elicited through
thermal stimulation applied to the palmar thenar
eminence of the right hand. Using the ‘Method of
Limits’ program on the Medoc PATHWAYS Model
CHEPS Pain and Sensory Evaluation System [19],
participants were instructed to identify temperatures they perceived as “warmth,” “mild pain,” and
“moderate pain.” The ‘Method of Limits’ program
employed by the PATHWAYS system consists of
temperature administration at a ramp-rate of 1◦ C
per second. Temperatures increased until the participant indicated that the perceived heat had reached
one of the three percepts. The chosen ramp rate
allows a cognitively impaired subject ample time to
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respond to perceptual prompts, while minimizing the
chance of overshooting. After each thermal stimulus
application, the unpleasantness associated with each
percept was assessed using a 0–20 unpleasantness
scale (0 = neutral and 20 = extreme unpleasantness).
The 0–20 unpleasantness measure has been successfully used in people with dementia [9]. Instructions
were kept brief to facilitate understanding by participants with AD, and repetition was used to cement
understanding of the task. After three trials of each
condition average reported temperature and unpleasantness scores were recorded.
Global cognitive function
The MMSE [16] was used to assess severity of
cognitive impairment. MMSE scores range from 0
(worst cognitive status) to 30 (best cognitive status),
with a single cut-off score of 23 indicating “likely
dementia” [16]. Subjects in the current study were
selected from the parent study because they scored
23 or less on the MMSE.
Depression and anxiety

ticipants in the parent study as a structured pain
interview. For this analysis, questions 5 and 6 on the
BPI-SF were included because these two questions
specifically address current and average pain on a
0–10 numeric rating scale. Structured pain interviews
using the 0–10 scale in nursing home residents with
and without cognitive impairment have demonstrated
1-month stability coefficients ranging from 0.56 to
0.72 [25].
Data analysis
Data analyses were conducted using SPSS Version
23. Analyses of sex differences in subject characteristics and demographics were conducted using
Chi-Square tests (nominal or ordinal data), independent samples t-tests (normally distributed continuous
data), or Mann-Whitney tests (skewed continuous
data). Mixed-effects general linear modeling was
used to test main effects of sex on psychophysical outcomes (i.e., temperature and unpleasantness), with
average and current clinical pain (BPI-SF) scores
entered as covariates of non-interest. Post-hoc tests
of sex differences at each percept threshold level
(i.e., warmth, mild pain, and moderate pain) involved
Mann-Whitney testing. A two-tailed p < 0.05 determined statistical significance.

Anxiety and depression levels were assessed
because these measures may be increased in AD
compared to controls, may differ between males
and females, and can affect pain perception [20].
Depressive symptoms were measured using the Geriatric Depression Scale Short Form (GDS-15) [21].
Scores range from 0 to 15, where a score ≥6 suggests possible depression [22]. Anxiety was measured
using the Spielberger State-Trait Anxiety Inventory
(STAI) [23]. Scores range from 20 to 80 with higher
scores indicating greater anxiety. Among community
dwelling older adults with and without dementia, the
GDS-15 was 71.8% sensitive and 78.2% specific for
detecting depression [22]. The psychometric properties of the STAI in detecting anxiety symptoms in
AD when administered as an interview have yet to be
determined.

Sample characteristics are summarized in Table 1.
Median age was 74 years (IQR: 70–80). The sample was primarily Caucasian (78.6%), with a median
MMSE score of 16 (IQR: 12–20). No statistically
significant differences were found between males
and females with respect to depression and anxiety scores (p > 0.05). In general, low BPI-SF scores
were reported, though levels were higher in females
than males (average pain p = 0.016; pain right now
p = 0.036).

Clinical pain

Psychophysics

Clinical pain (current and average daily levels)
was measured using the Brief Pain Inventory Short
Form (BPI-SF) [24]. The BPI-SF measures multiple
dimensions of pain and consists of nine questions
including pain location and pain intensity as well as
pain interference with daily life (e.g., sleep, mood,
etc.). The BPI-SF was administered verbally to par-

Summaries of thermal psychophysical outcomes
by sex are shown in Table 2. There were statistically significant main effects of sex for both
temperature and unpleasantness ratings that persisted after controlling for average and current
pain (mixed-effects general liner model: temperature: F(df = 1,63) = 8.98, p = 0.004, unpleasantness:

RESULTS
Sample characteristics
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Table 1
Demographic and clinical summaries by sex

Age
Race
Caucasian
African-American
Marital Status
Married
Not Married

Total
(N = 28)

Female
(n = 14)

Male
(n = 14)

Median [IQR]
74.0 [70–80]
n (%)
22 (78.6)
6 (21.4)

Median [IQR]
75.5 [71–81]
n (%)
10 (71.4)
4 (28.6)

Median [IQR]
73.0 [67–81]
n (%)
12 (85.7)
2 (14.3)

14 (51.9)
13 (48.1)

5 (35.7)
9 (64.3)

9 (69.2)
4 (30.8)

Median [IQR]
26.3 [22–28]
16.0 [12–20]
0.0 [0-0]
0.0 [0-0]
3.0 [1–5]
47.5 [45–52]
47.0 [43–50]

Median [IQR]
24.5 [21–28]
15.5 [11–22]
0.0 [0–5]
0.0 [0–2]
2.5 [0–5]
48.0 [46–50]
47.0 [43–50]

Median [IQR]
26.5 [22–28]
16.0 [11–19]
0.0 [0-0]
0.0 [0-0]
3.0 [1–6]
46.0 [45–52]
47.0 [44–49]

p-value

0.606
0.357

0.082

Standardized measures
Body mass index
MMSE score1
BPI-SF average pain2
BPI-SF pain right now2
GDS-SF score3
STAI state score4
STAI trait score4

0.703
0.522
0.016
0.035
0.714
0.692
0.827

1 MMSE, Folstein Mini-Mental State Examination. 2 BPI-SF, Brief Pain Inventory Short Form (range = 0–10;

0 = no pain, 10 = most pain). 3 GDS-SF, Geriatric Depression Scale Short Form (range; 0 = no indication
of depression, 15 = high possibility of depression). 4 STAI, Spielberger State or Trait Anxiety Inventory
(range; 20 = indicates increased anxiety, 80 = indicates least amount of anxiety).
Table 2
Summary of psychophysics of temperature thresholds necessary to
produce warmth, mild pain, or moderate pain and unpleasantness
ratings at each condition (N = 28; n = 14 male; n = 14 female)
Variables
Temperature
Warmth
Males
Females
Mild Pain
Males
Females
Moderate Pain
Males
Females
Unpleasantness
Warmth
Males
Females
Mild Pain
Males
Females
Moderate Pain
Males
Females

Min Max Median

IQR

p-valuea Effect
Sizeb

33
32

38
39

34.0
34.5

33–36
32–36

0.623

0.20

35
33

44
44

41.0
37.0

35–43
35–40

0.051

0.72

36
36

50
47

44.0
39.0

41–46
37–44

0.036

0.80

0
0

6
4

0.0
0.0

0–2
0–2

0.688

0.15

0
0

11
11

4.5
1.0

3–7
0–5

0.072

0.82

4
0

13
14

7.5
3.5

5–13
0–7

0.006

1.32

Mixed-effects general linear modeling used to test for overall differences between females and males controlling for reports of
average pain and pain now. Main effects of gender. Temperature p = 0.004, Unpleasantness: p = 0.001. a p-value derived from
post-hoc Mann-Whitney tests. b Cohen’s d effect size index.

F(df = 1,76) = 13.27, p < 0.001). Follow-up analyses at
each percept (warmth, mild pain, and moderate pain)
revealed that the strongest effects of sex were at the

mild and moderate pain levels for both stimulus temperature and perceived unpleasantness. Effect sizes
by sex increased dramatically between the warmth
and mild pain percepts, accounting for much of the
main effect findings. Females reported sensing mild
pain and moderate pain percepts at markedly lower
temperatures than did males (mild: Cohen’s d = 0.72,
p = 0.051, moderate: Cohen’s d = 0.80, p = 0.036).
To the contrary, males rated mild and moderate
thermal pain stimuli as more unpleasant than did
females (mild: Cohen’s d = 0.80, p = 0.072, moderate:
Cohen’s d = 1.32, p = 0.006). There were no statistically significant correlations of temperature with
perceived unpleasantness for mild or moderate pain
(rs = 0.29 and rs = 0.20 respectively, p > 0.05).

DISCUSSION
In the current pilot study, we tested for sexassociated psychophysical response differences to
thermal stimuli in communicative patients with AD.
Our primary predictions were that, relative to males
with moderate AD, females with moderate AD would
be more sensitive to thermal pain and report greater
pain unpleasantness at all percepts. These predictions
were partially supported. While females generally
had a lower mild and moderate thermal pain threshold, males reported these same percepts to be more
unpleasant.
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Our finding that females with AD had generally
lower thermal pain thresholds is consistent with prior
literature regarding sex differences in healthy young
and older adults [13, 14]. Alongside psychosocial and
cultural considerations, a variety of biologic factors
are thought to contribute to heightened sensitivity to
pain in females, including sex hormones [26] and
differential engagement of cortical and subcortical
systems involved in endogenous pain modulation
and self-evaluation/awareness [27–29]. For example,
a prior study by our group showed less pain-related
deactivation of structures in the so-called default
mode network in cognitively intact older females,
relative to males [28], which in the context of pain
is thought to be involved in greater attendance to and
evaluation of noxious stimuli [30]. The latter could
thus lead to subsequently increased detection and
identification of nociceptive stimuli in older females.
Findings in the current study further demonstrate
that males perceived mild and moderate thermal pain
as more unpleasant than did females. This finding
contrasts with our initial prediction. However, greater
pain unpleasantness in older males with AD is consistent with recent work that found greater thermal
pain unpleasantness in healthy older men, compared
to women [28]. It is possible this finding reflects a
relatively greater stimulus intensity required for men
to report reaching mild and moderate pain. However, sex-related differences in pain processing likely
also play a role. Prior studies examining sex differences in pain-related fMRI activation found healthy
young and older women showed both greater activation in the rostral/subgenual anterior cingulate cortex
and greater connectivity between this structure and
periaqueductal gray [27–29]. Further, greater cingulate activation in older women was associated
with reductions in pain unpleasantness, compared to
older men [28]. Therefore, increased pain unpleasantness in older males with or without AD may reflect
sex-specific effects of aging on affective and antinociceptive pain pathways.
This study has several strengths. It is the first study
to examine and report sex differences in the psychophysical response to experimental thermal pain
in people with AD. As such, the study adds to our
limited knowledge about factors potentially influencing pain self-reports in verbally communicative AD
patients with up to moderate cognitive impairment.
The current study’s sample size was modest, consisting of 14 females and 14 males with AD matched for
age and cognitive status. However, our findings are
strengthened by rigorous subject matching, attention

to inclusion and exclusion criteria, and control for
potential confounds such as daily pain. The parent
study through which the current data were derived
was powered to detect differences in pain in people
with AD versus healthy controls. Thus, a further limitation is that generalizability of our findings is limited
to the study sample. Another potential limitation was
the cross-sectional study design, which did not allow
for examination of causality or directionality of associations between variables of interest. Since this was
a perceptually matched paradigm, the absence of a
condition in which both sexes experienced the same
supra-threshold pain stimulus temperature also limited ability to interpret the unanticipated pattern of
findings regarding affective pain responses.
Conclusions
Current results suggest that further examination
of sex differences in pain experience, pain processing, and even analgesic responses in the context of
AD would be worthwhile. Here we show that older
individuals with AD do show sex differences for psychophysical thermal pain responses; while females
with AD showed increased thermal pain sensitivity,
males rated thermal pain as more unpleasant. These
sex differences are consistent with prior studies of
pain-related sex differences in healthy older adults.
Future work should involve attempts to replicate these
findings, for example, with different stimulus modalities, and elucidate a neural mechanism underlying
pain-related sex differences in AD. Improved understanding therein could provide a means for more
targeted and effective pain assessment and management strategies in older adults with AD.
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